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Primarily due to the ongoing pandemic, flight demand has  exceeded NetJets ' all-time highs . Image credit: NetJets

 
By Lorre White

When I say elite end, I mean the high-price-point items that have an exclusive ultra-high-net-worth (UHNW) clientele.
That is a group with a minimum of $30 million liquid assets up to a $1 billion.

The luxury sector is rebounding quickly. The elite end of the luxury market is just "en fuego," Spanish for "on fire."

Sharing is scaring

The high-price-point luxuries that have exclusive UHNW customers rebounded faster than low-price-point luxuries
that rely on the middle classes for 80 percent of their sales.

Pre- and post-COVID-19 purchasing habits, especially among the UHNW millennials, have radically changed.

Boomers and Gen X UHNW always liked to own their own yachts, private jets and secondary homes third, fourth and
fifth, too, outright. They understood the necessity to control their vertical.

The millennials came along and it was all about sharing. Who needs to take care of the maintenance on these large
crafts/homes? It is  easier to share, or charter, and environmentally more friendly, which we are so concerned about.

Well, that has all changed. After one pandemic, ownership is skyrocketing.

Private jets, yachts, multiple secondary homes: being the sole owner is chic again.

New equipment, then used, then sharing is for the next tear down.

Fractional ownership is for those who cannot afford to own fully. Under fractional is charter/rental.

Those UHNWI who were into not owning when the pandemic hit found themselves stranded. Homes that they
usually rented the owners took off the market for personal use.

All the charter yachts were being used by the owner or fully booked. They could not get private flights when wanted.
These 1 percenters were out of luck and having to deal with the inconveniences like they were middle class.
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Indeed, this created a profound shift in the way this bracket behaved and they are taking back their power ownership,
or at least as close to that as the different wealth tiers can afford to get.

Matter of fact

Wealth among the UHNW grew during the pandemic. It is  usual actually common that in financial dips, those with
access to capital can buy up assets and businesses at bargains and then wait for economic recovery.

The UHNW are also much more diversely invested in geographically, financial instruments, and industries of
businesses. For this group, it is  more of a paper loss until things readjust.

The key findings of "The World Ultra Wealth Report for the first half of 2021" claims that the global UHNW population
grew 1.7 percent in 2020 to 295,450 individuals.

The combined net worth for this population increased by 2 percent to $35.5 trillion.

For a second consecutive year, the best-performing regions were North America and Asia.

United States, China, Japan and Germany, in that order, are the top 4, with the United States being over three times
larger than the second-largest, China.

The top 10 countries are home to three-quarters of the global UHNW population.

Up, up and away

Private jet sales are up in both the new and used categories. Charters are up, not just a little, but by a lot.

A shortage of newer-model business jets is driving up prices of second-hand aircraft, as new buyers enter the
market.

Pre-owned business jet shortage drives sellers to push up demand for new jets from plane makers. The price gap
between old and new narrows.

Private jet membership company Wheels Up reported a 68 percent jump in first-quarter revenue, and active members
grew 56 percent from a year ago.

Pre-owned and business-jet shortage lifts  private plane sales. A shortage of newer-model business jets is driving up
prices of second-hand aircraft, a trend that is expected to deliver a windfall for luxury plane manufacturers as new
affluent buyers enter the market.

In this sellers' market, the buying rush toward private transport is  so hot that some buyers are grabbing up second-
hand planes before fully inspecting the product.

Interest increases from first-time buyers, as well as corporate customers increasing their fleets.

Flight demand exceeds NetJets' all-time highs. The move impacts renewals and new customers for jet cards, leases
and fractional ownership shares.

As unprecedented demand within the private travel industry continues, NetJets, the worldwide largest in private
aviation, announced July 7 that it will be placing all new requests for its light cabin aircraft the Citation XLS and
Phenom 300 on a waiting list effective immediately, even renewals.

According to Barrons', private aviation compared to commercial flights has almost 700-fewer touch points,
including contacts with the crew in the cabin and airport facilities.

Since COVID-19, wealthy travelers are going private. Some wealthy travelers previously avoided private jets due to
concerns such as "flight shaming" over environmental concerns, because corporate planes burn more fuel per
passenger than commercial. The environment takes a backseat when your family's health is in jeopardy.
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Come sail away

The yacht and superyacht brokerage market has not only recovered from the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic it is ,
in fact, doing better than before the pandemic and the market looks set to continue to outperform.

The used yacht market is doing particularly well, as buyers look for yachts that they can take out to sea as soon as
possible.

Buyers formerly interested in five-year-old boats will now buy a 10-year-old.

Those who have yachts do not seem to want to sell at the usual pace, so the market is tightening due to a lack of
inventory.

Within the first half of 2020, 414 superyachts were sold that is more than the entire 2019.

New-builds are on pace to deliver 494 new superyachts this year, up from 341 in 2020. The used yacht market cleared
away inventory with boats that had been on the market for 2 years clearing out in a month.

Being out on the yacht allows for mobility and activity while still being COVID-19 safe. Owners only have to interact
with their crew and could require a two-week quarantine for their personal crews.

As you move down the scale to fractional and then charter, with each step comes more contact and touch points
with a crew that had just been out to sea with another group, but far less than being at a hotel.

Home away from home

Demand for second homes is skyrocketing in the United States. Buyers clamoring for space outside cities and
expanding their searches beyond the traditional borders of areas such as the Hamptons, Miami and Aspen.

Ever since the coronavirus first arrived on U.S. shores, the priority among high-end homeowners has been clear: to



get out of cities and to stay out.

Second-home markets have seen record-breaking seasons for both sales and rentals, and the heightened demand
seems to be more than a blip as inventory tightens and even properties that had previously spent years languishing
are going into contract.

Homes that once were less desirable because of too much property to maintain are in great demand as the uber-rich
want to distance themselves from their neighbors.

Secondary markets with acreage take center stage to traditional hot spots. The distance from town centers is a
feature, no longer a hindrance.

The UHNW want acres where they can build a basketball court, tennis court, yoga studio and movie theater, creating
their own mini-resort compound.

Some owners are even looking to create housing for butlers, chefs, nannies, tutors, property managers and other
staff to maintain a quality of life while reducing the exposure risk.

Small towns such as the Hamptons swell to five times their size for three months a year. When COVID-19 hit, all
those New Yorkers with summer homes moved out permanently to ride out the pandemic.

The single HENRYs High Earners Not Rich Yet House-shares do not exist this year because homeowners have opted
to just keep their homes for themselves or rent to smaller numbers because there have been strict regulations on
rentals that are not for single families. This has a domino effect on how people spend their money.

The local public school system is overflowing in what was once the off-season. Grocery merchants have a higher
demand all year round.

Not going away

Will this radical purchasing behavior shift among the UHNW be maintained or is it temporary? Nothing is permanent
and things always move, but priorities have changed since pre-COVID days.

No one thought in this day and age that developed countries would just close down. That people would be forced
into quarantine in their homes, that dead bodies would be stacked in the streets and sick turned away from hospitals
at overflow capacity, or that business would shut down and accelerated online growth at warp speed.

Clients who insisted on physically seeing high price-point products before purchasing are now doing it off the Web.

Competition for scarce products such as jets, yachts and exceptional homes are causing multi-million-dollar sales
sight unseen.

The pendulum has swung to the other side. Will it have a correction?

I think to some minimal extent it will.

Millennials and Gen Zers now bear the scar that COVID has left on the collective psyche and the fear of what could
be ahead. They have experienced not being in control and they do not like it.

As of July 1, only 47 percent of Americans have been fully vaccinated with both shots and the numbers getting
vaccinated have plateaued.

What about new variants, or new completely unrelated viruses? Herd immunity is reached somewhere between 70
percent to 85 percent.

I do not see things going back to pre-COVID, especially among the super-rich who do not have to take the risk.

The lower and middle classes do not have that option. They will be the test cases that the rich watch to see what will
happen from behind their hedgerows.

Millennials have learned the importance of controlling their personal verticals. They want to ensure their freedoms
that ownership brings.

STRONG MOVEMENT IN the elite end high price point of the luxury sector is a good sign as this group usually leads
the economy.

Growth has been so ramped and so different than in the pre-COVID high-end market that the few elite luxury advisors
who specialize in this sector are in hot demand to help guide these luxury companies.



 

The luxury sector has always been active users of specialists, advisors and consultants to help direct the brands.

There are two divisions within luxury: the aspirational and the UHNW.

The fashion, cosmetics, skincare, spas, perfumes, handbags, accessories and other affordable price point items
depend on the middle classes for 80 percent of its  sales.

The superyacht and private jet companies have exclusive UHNW customers.

A $900 pair of Chanel sunglasses and a $200 million megayacht both need luxury marketing, but they have different
strategies and very different customers.

Breaking into the high price-point end of the luxury sectors is, of course, harder and more expensive to do.

The UHNW are more economically insolated, and much harder to reach. It takes a very specialized marketing
approach that is almost the antithesis of mass marketing.

Lorre White is founder president/CEO of White Light Consulting, a luxury marketing consultancy focused on the
ultra-high-net-worth market. Reach her at lorre@whitelightconsulting.net.
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